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ING Bank Romania experienced serious disruption to its retail banking operations for 10 hours on 10 September 2016, after a planned fire extinguisher 
test at its data centre damaged dozens of hard drives. 
 
The damage was caused by the release of an inert gas known as Inergen, composed of nitrogen, argon and carbon dioxide. Data centres usually use 
inert gas in place of traditional fire extinguishing methods as it does not chemically damage electronics or significantly decrease the temperature in the 
data centre. The gas is released at high velocity from cylinders distributed across the data centre. 
 
According to Motherboard, at ING’s data centre the pressure of these cylinders was higher than expected, creating a loud noise as the gas was released. 
The sound was reportedly over 130 decibels, causing vibrations. The hard disk drive (HDD) cases began to vibrate, transmitting the vibration to the 
read/write heads and causing them to go off the data tracks. According to an IBM paper, any more than a nanometre offset from the centre of the data 
track can prevent a hard drive from reading and writing. It is thought that even sounds below 110 decibels could negatively impact hard drives, but the 
effect of sound on hard drive failure is still relatively unexplored, Motherboard reports. 
 
ING Romania’s ATM activity, card transaction, internet banking, email and website were affected by the outage between 13:00 and 23:00 EEST. The test 
also affected servers and data storage, with long-term effects. ING was unable to inform its customers of the issue as its communication infrastructure 
was affected and it could not access its database. 
 
The head of ING retail banking, Daniel Llano, said that the bank’s emergency procedures and recovery plans were activated following the test, but 
because of the magnitude and complexity of the problem it took an extended amount of time to restore bank activity using back-up servers. The bank also 
made a copy of the database to ensure the integrity of the data, which increased the time taken, Llano said. According to Motherboard, ING Romania’s 
main data centre is largely compromised. 
 
ING said it would compensate customers for fees incurred by withdrawing cash from other banks’ ATMs, and would consider refunding any other costs 
incurred by the outage. ING is further investigating the incident. 
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https://www.ing.ro/ingb/lp/informare 

http://www.business-review.eu/news/ing-romania-blames-failed-fire-drill-for-hours-of-crippled-

banking-infrastructure-118454? 
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There are no linked loss events 

10/Sep/2016 10/Sep/2016 10/Sep/2016 N/A 

Other Risk No 

PC1005 - Implement and Maintain 
Infrastructure & Networks 

N/A 

PD0601 - Consumer Current Accounts 

LS0307 - Position Taking (Principal) Yes N/A 

TIFAIL - Technology & 
Infrastructure Failure 

EUR Not Identifiable  USD Not Identifiable 

N/A 

CS0501 - Hardware - Inadequate Maintenance 

LS0212 - Not Identifiable LS0103 - Rest of the World 

N/A N/A 

LS0406 - Not Identifiable 

ING 

EL0601 –  Technology & Infrastructure Failure 

RO –  ROMANIA 

BL0301 –  Retail Banking 

RON – Not Identifiable LOSS 

Eastern Europe 

RON –  Romanian Leu 

6121 


